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SECTION - A
(Very Short Answer Type)

One word to maximum ot one sentences, answer all questions. (10x1=10 Marks)

1. How are operating systems designed in general ?

2. What does a time-sharing operating system require ?

- 3. How is ajob different from a process ?

4. Why is the short-term scheduler called as CPU scheduler ?

5. Mention the three requirements to be fulfilled to solve the problem of critical
section.

6. When is a set oI processes is said to be in a deadlocked state ?

7. Give the use ol base and limit registers.

8. Give the difference between physical and logical address space.

9. What is thrashing ?

'10. What does boot-control block contain ?

P.T.O.
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SECTION - B

(Short Answer Type)

Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question carries
two marks. (8x2=16 Marks)

1 1 . Distinguish between real-time operating system and parallel operating
system.

12. Define the term : degree o, multi-programming.

13. Define CPU burst and l/O burst.

14. Deline inter-process communication.

15. Explain mutual exclusion.

'16. How do you detect deadlock when there ls single instance of each-resource
type ?

17. What are the two tactors to depend when we invoke deadlock detection
algorithm ?

18. Explain roll-out, roll-in swapping policy. What does it require ?

19. Distinguish between global and local page replacement algorithms.

20. List the attributes ol a tile.

21. How is indexed allocation advantageous than linked allocation ?

22. Give the RAID structure and mention its uses.

SECTION - C
(Short Essay Type)

Not to exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Each question carries
four marks. (6x4=24 Marks)

23. Briefly explain the basic functions ol operating systems.

24. Give the importance and contents of process control block.

25. Distinguish between preemplive and non-preemptive scheduling schemes.
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26. Describe the Peterson's solution to the problem of critical section.

27. Discuss the importance ol Resource Allocation Graph.

28. Explain FIFO page replacement.

29. Explain the direct access method of a file.

30. Explain the problem of external fragmentalion in continuous allocation. How is
it solved ?

^ 31. List various RAID levels. How do you select a RAID level ?

SECTION - D

(Long Essay Type)

Answer any two questions. Each question caries l5 marks. (2x15=30 Marks)

32. Explain Round-Robin (RR) CPU scheduling algorithm in detail. How is it different
lrom FCFS algorithm ?

33. Explain Bankefs algorithm to avoid deadlocks.

34. Explain Paging memory management scheme in detail using diagrams.

35. Describe the common schemes of defining logical structure ol a directory.


